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Transition metal compounds (TMCs) offer an exciting platform for microelectronics owing to the allure of 
phenomena they offer. Owing to the sensitivity of their properties on (local and crystal) structure and compo-
sition, picoscale structure-property relationships are necessary to design function in TMCs. Here, I briefly 
overview our progress in identifying these relationships and harnessing them in heteroanionic compounds, 
materials comprising multiple anions of different size, electronegativity, and charge. Such heteroanionic 
oxynitrides, for example, may display new or enhanced responses not readily predicted from or even absent 
in the simpler homoanionic (oxide and nitride) compounds. Here, I show how to design rationally new heter-
oanionic compounds exhibiting electronic metal-insulator transitions (MITs) for highly tunable electronic 
materials platforms. The ability to manipulate the electronic states is key to realizing new classes of adaptive 
and low-power microelectronics. The strategy is to control the conducting or insulating state by structural 
design through inductive control over metal-metal interactions with multiple anions.
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